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Student Learning Goal (see End-of-Year Goals Report)

1

Lead district educators in the implementation of the Blueprint For
Learning 2021-2023 plan for post-pandemic instruction to ensure that
student academic and social-emotional needs are being met. We will
develop a vision for professional development opportunities for
educators that includes training for administrators and teachers in
diagnosing unfinished learning and development of appropriate
intervention opportunities.  As the Blueprint outlines, our district
educators will be supported in their ability to utilize diagnostic, informal,
and formative assessment measures and differentiated instruction to
identify and address student learning gaps.

Professional Practice Goal (see End-of-Year Goals Report)

2 Participate in the New Superintendents’ Induction Program (NSIP) that
is provided by the Massachusetts School Superintendents’ Association.
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District Improvement Goals (see End-of-Year Goals Report)

3 / 4
Oversee and lead the implementation of the District's Strategic Plan -
Year 3.

Lead District through continued challenges of COVID-related changes in
practice & operation.

Superintendent’s Performance Rating for Standard I: Instructional Leadership

Overall Rating for Standard I
(Circle one.)

The education leader promotes the learning and growth of all students and the success of all staff by cultivating a shared
vision that makes powerful teaching and learning the central focus of schooling.

Unsatisfactory Needs Improvement Proficient Exemplary

Comments and analysis (recommended for any overall rating; required for overall rating of Exemplary, Needs Improvement or Unsatisfactory):
I-A: This year, Dr. Klingaman continued her commitment to ensuring that the instructional staff is presented with a range of professional development
opportunities and standards-aligned training, even co-teaching a mandatory course for our second-year teachers.
I-B: It is noteworthy that Dr. Klingaman recruited our DEI Coordinator while serving as Interim Superintendent, and during a period of tumult in the district. It is
equally impressive that Dr. Klingaman invested her time working closely with Ms. Sheehan to develop a sound year-one plan, including the creation of a
district-wide DEI committee with diverse points of view. We are poised to see continued evidence of a “DEI culture” being woven into the fabric of our instruction
and DPS operations.
I-B, I-C: When presented in the evaluation material, the strategy that informs the systematic O-G training for our special education teachers is clear and well
justified. However, there continues to be confusion about the strategy among stakeholders outside of our school buildings. The hope is that Dr. Klingaman will
consider ways of centralizing the “story” about O-G and other instructional strategies so that district leadership can avoid playing defense and referring its
stakeholders to disparate PowerPoints and Zoom recordings.
I-D, I-E: Dr. Klingaman deserves high praise for incorporating systems designed to track and measure the effectiveness of district instruction, including the MA
Teacher Evaluation Process and the introduction of LinkIt standardized assessment program. As our teachers continue to utilize these and similar resources to
make data-driven instructional decisions, it opens an opportunity for Dr. Klingaman and her team to consider additional ways of giving parents and families
context appropriate sightlines into assessment data as well. Doing so will better prepare the School Committee to support district messaging around the
importance of family involvement as it relates to student achievement.
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I-A. Curriculum: Ensures that all instructional staff design effective and rigorous standards-based units of instruction consisting of well-structured lessons
with measurable outcomes.

I-B. Instruction: Ensures that practices in all settings reflect high expectations regarding content and quality of effort and work, engage all students, and are
personalized to accommodate diverse learning styles, needs, interests, and levels of readiness.

I-C. Assessment: Ensures that all principals and administrators facilitate practices that propel personnel to use a variety of formal and informal methods and
assessments to measure student learning, growth, and understanding and make necessary adjustments to their practice when students are not
learning.

I-D. Evaluation: Ensures effective and timely supervision and evaluation of all staff in alignment with state regulations and contract provisions.

I-E. Data-Informed Decision Making: Uses multiple sources of evidence related to student learning—including state, district, and school assessment
results and growth data—to inform school and district goals and improve organizational performance, educator effectiveness, and student learning.
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Superintendent’s Performance Rating for Standard II: Management and Operations

Overall Rating for Standard
II
(Circle one.)

The education leader promotes the learning and growth of all students and the success of all staff by ensuring a safe,
efficient, and effective learning environment, using resources to implement appropriate curriculum, staffing, and
scheduling.

Unsatisfactory Needs Improvement Proficient Exemplary

Comments and analysis (recommended for any overall rating; required for overall rating of Exemplary, Needs Improvement or Unsatisfactory):
II-A: Dr. Klingaman is to be commended for establishing and managing well-organized protocols this year, particularly in areas related to COVID. The infection
number updates, test and stay program, and self-test kit initiatives were laudable, especially given the unpredictable nature of COVID this year.
II-B: Unexpected turnover in finance and facilities leadership created mid-year challenges, and it was encouraging to see that Dr. Klingaman was able to
successfully recruit for replacements during the year in a challenging market. Dr. Klingaman has also signaled that she has high expectations for the
replacement DHS principal. Moving forward, Dr. Klingaman might consider ways in which she can help the School Committee better understand where there are
school- and department-based opportunities for improvement on an ongoing basis, so the Committee can support her in her efforts to grow her direct reports.
II-B: One of Dr. Klingaman’s most admirable qualities is her dedication to the district and the hours she puts into her work. As she continues to develop her
leadership team, the hope is that Dr. Klingaman look for opportunities to delegate additional responsibility, fuel the career growth of her direct reports, and guard
against burnout!
II-E: The budget itself (presentation and supporting artifacts) continues to be the gold-standard in terms of providing optics into the district’s fiscal position. The
executive summary and line-item detail give clear sightlines for all audiences. One needs to look no further than the end result of gaining more than four percent
in additional funding this year to appreciate the excellent work Dr. Klingaman has done in this area! In the coming year, suggestions from the School Committee
should also be considered over the course of the budget development process. Doing so will better provide the Committee with the tools it needs to help Dr.
Klingaman advocate for the budget “ask” to the Finance Committee, Select Board, and other stakeholders.

II-A. Environment: Develops and executes effective plans, procedures, routines, and operational systems to address a full range of safety, health,
emotional, and social needs.

II-B. Human Resources Management and Development: Implements a cohesive approach to recruiting, hiring, induction, development, and career growth
that promotes high-quality and effective practice.

II-C. Scheduling and Management Information Systems: Uses systems to ensure optimal use of data and time for teaching, learning, and collaboration,
minimizing disruptions and distractions for school-level staff.

II-D. Law, Ethics, and Policies: Understands and complies with state and federal laws and mandates, school committee policies, collective bargaining
agreements, and ethical guidelines.

II-E. Fiscal Systems: Develops a budget that supports the district’s vision, mission, and goals; allocates and manages expenditures consistent with district-
and school-level goals and available resources.
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Superintendent’s Performance Rating for Standard III: Family and Community Engagement

Overall Rating for Standard
III
(Circle one.)

The education leader promotes the learning and growth of all students and the success of all staff through effective partnerships with
families, community organizations, and other stakeholders that support the mission of the district and its schools.

Unsatisfactory Needs Improvement Proficient Exemplary

III-A, III-C, III-D: Communication is a particular area of strength for Dr. Klingaman. She demonstrates a willingness to listen and accept feedback from all
stakeholders – community members, internal staff, town departments, and School Committee members – wrapped in a style that emits calmness and
authenticity. These attributes were much needed in the wake of the highly charged environment of 2020-2021 and are greatly appreciated. Dr. Klingaman’s
persistent, repeatable communication around COVID infection numbers are especially valuable in our first year back to in-person learning, and her regular
Friday updates to the community underscore her commitment to transparency and accessibility to all. It is also noteworthy that Dr. Klingaman is open to “pivot”
and adjusts her process based on feedback. Finally, Dr. Klingaman demonstrates an authentic willingness to “be present” and enthusiastically participate in
district- and town-related events. So good to see, and so very meaningful for our students and community!
III-B: Next year, the Committee sees an opportunity for Dr. Klingaman to capitalize on her commitment to transparency by investigating ways to share
context-appropriate learning data (reading assessments and diagnostics, etc.) with parents and families through Aspen and other platforms to further help
families support learning at home.

III-A. Engagement: Actively ensures that all families are welcome members of the classroom and school community and can contribute to the effectiveness
of the classroom, school, district, and community.

III-B. Sharing Responsibility: Continuously collaborates with families and community stakeholders to support student learning and development at home,
school, and in the community.

III-C. Communication: Engages in regular, two-way, culturally proficient communication with families and community stakeholders about student learning and
performance.

III-D. Family Concerns: Addresses family and community concerns in an equitable, effective, and efficient manner.

Superintendent’s Performance Rating for Standard IV: Professional Culture

Overall Rating for Standard
IV
Circle One

The education leader promotes the learning and growth of all students and the success of all staff by nurturing and
sustaining a district wide culture of reflective practice, high expectations, and continuous learning for staff.
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Unsatisfactory Needs Improvement Proficient Exemplary

Comments and analysis (recommended for any overall rating; required for overall rating of Exemplary, Needs Improvement or Unsatisfactory):
IV-A, IV-D: The evidence shows that Dr. Klingaman sets high standards for herself and her team. Despite already having a strong familiarity with DPS as
Assistant Superintendent, Dr. Klingaman followed through on a thoughtful and comprehensive Superintendent Entry Plan both for herself and Dr. Wilcox.
Put another way, there was no suggestion of “I already know the job.” This commitment to taking her new role seriously is to be commended and will
serve as a model for those following her lead.
IV-A, IV-C, IV-E: Dr. Klingaman deserves high praise for developing and executing the planning process that will ultimately inform the 2023-2025 District
Strategic Plan, including sourcing an experienced consultant and inviting a wide range of voices in the planning process. Of particular note was Dr.
Klingaman’s openness to expand the planning committee based on early stakeholder feedback.
IV-A, IV-C: As with other districts, this has been a challenging year of negotiations with the DTA. Dr. Klingaman has been expected to balance the needs
of our great educators with an objectively lean budget, and has proven to do so with her trademark empathy and willingness to listen to all stakeholders. It
should be noted that Dr. Klingaman even chose to invite unvarnished feedback from the district staff on her ability to communicate effectively, which
shows the colors of a true leader.
IV-A, IV-D: Finally, Dr. Klingaman’s commitment to her own professional growth is to be celebrated. Besides making the time to continue teaching (Credit
For Life sessions for DHS), she has been chosen by MassCUE to lead a seminar in the Fall around best practices in the area of data analysis, and she
serves as a facilitator for an Assistant Superintendent leadership program.

Congratulations on a highly successful first year, Dr. Klingaman! We are grateful to have you!

IV-A. Commitment to High Standards: Fosters a shared commitment to high standards of service, teaching, and learning with high expectations for
achievement for all.

IV-B. Cultural Proficiency: Ensures that policies and practices enable staff members and students to interact effectively in a culturally diverse environment in
which students’ backgrounds, identities, strengths, and challenges are respected.

IV-C. Communication: Demonstrates strong interpersonal, written, and verbal communication skills.

IV-D. Continuous Learning: Develops and nurtures a culture in which staff members are reflective about their practice and use student data, current
research, best practices, and theory to continuously adapt practice and achieve improved results. Models these behaviors in his or her own practice.

IV-E. Shared Vision: Successfully and continuously engages all stakeholders in the creation of a shared educational vision in which every student is
prepared to succeed in postsecondary education and become a responsible citizen and global contributor.

IV-F. Managing Conflict: Employs strategies for responding to disagreement and dissent, constructively resolving conflict and building consensus throughout
a district or school community.
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